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1. INTRODUCTION

Studying the nuclear matter properties in wide
ranges of temperatures and densities is a very impor�
tant direction of modern relativistic nuclear physics.
The underlying reason for carrying out experiments in
this field of physics is the possibility of studying the
nuclear matter state equation and verifying the predic�
tions of the basic theory of strong interactions—quan�
tum chromodynamics. Studying the state equation of
strongly interacting matter is also important for
understanding the physical processes in neutron stars
and supernovae [1].

The active development of the experimental pro�
gram over the past 20 years was largely determined by
the progress in designing high�power accelerators and
the feasibility of measurements at higher energies.
Beginning with the pioneer experiment of the Dilep�
ton Spectrometer (DLS) at the Bevalac accelerator
(Berkeley, United States), in which nuclear collisions
were investigated at a energy of 1 GeV/nucleon [2], a
number of experiments (CERES, NA49, NA50/60,

etc.) were carried out at the energy  = 17 GeV at the
Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) accelerator (CERN,

Switzerland). Experiments at energies as high as  =
200 GeV (PHENIX and STAR) are currently under
way at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC)
(Brookhaven, United States). The first experiments on

the collisions of lead nuclei at energies  = 2.76 TeV
were performed at the CMS, ATLAS, and ALICE set�
ups of the LHC collider (CERN). It is expected that
experimental data on nuclear collisions with energies

s

s

s

as high as 7 TeV in the center�of�mass system will be
obtained at these setups in the near future.

All high�energy experiments are aimed at searching
for signals indicating the production of a new state of
nuclear matter under the conditions of high tempera�
ture and density, i.e., the production of the so�called
quark–gluon plasma. At the same time, the nuclear
matter properties can be modified as early as at mod�
erate densities and temperatures in nucleus–nucleus
collisions at energies of ≥1 GeV/nucleon. This modi�
fication may manifest itself in partial restoration of the
chiral symmetry.

The experiment at the high acceptance dielectron
spectrometer (HADES) at GSI (Darmstadt, Ger�
many) occupies a highly important place among these
experiments. Both charged hadrons (protons, pions,
and kaons) and electron–positron pairs from decays of
light vector mesons produced by nuclear collisions at
energies of up to 2 GeV/nucleon are measured in this
experiment. Since electrons and positrons do not suf�
fer nuclear interaction, they carry the most direct and
ungarbled information on the modification of the had�
ron properties in nuclear matter, such as the hadron
mass and decay width. The other feature of this exper�
iment is the possibility of studying the nuclear proper�
ties not only in nucleus–nucleus reactions, but also in
hadron–nucleus and elementary hadron–hadron col�
lisions on the proton beams with energies as high as
4 GeV and pions with energies as high as 2 GeV. It is
thereby possible to obtain and compare information
on the hadron properties in cold, hot, and dense
nuclear matter with the minimum systematic errors.
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In this paper, we describe the forward multichannel
scintillation hodoscope, which is one of the most
important detector subsystems of the HADES. For the
first time, this hodoscope was used to tag the reaction
of electron–positron pair production in interactions
of the incident quasi�free 1.25�GeV neutrons with
protons of the liquid�hydrogen target. Tagging of the
interaction between quasi�free neutrons and protons is
based on reaction dp  np + pspect, where pspect is the
spectator proton, i.e., a proton from an incident deu�
teron nucleus that does not participate in the interac�
tion with the target’s proton and is detected by the for�
ward hodoscope.

Being substantially upgraded in recent years, the
forward hodoscope was used in the experiment on
studying electron–positron pair production in the
Au + Au reaction at 1.24�GeV/nucleon energies of
incident Au nuclei. This experiment was conducted in
the middle of 2012, and the data obtained in it have
been analyzed today. The main function of the forward
hodoscope in this experiment was to determine the
reaction plane in event�by�event data analysis in order
to obtain information on charged particle fluxes in this
reaction.

A brief description and the main characteristics of
the HADES are presented below, in Section 2. The
forward scintillation hodoscope and its performance
characteristics are described in Section 3. Readout
electronics for hodoscope detector signals and its inte�
gration into the HADES data acquisition system are
discussed in Section 4. Section 5 presents procedures

for adjustment of the hodoscope detectors and their
time and amplitude calibration using cosmic rays and
experimental data obtained in the Au + Au reaction at
a beam energy of 1.24 GeV/nucleon. The application of
the forward hodoscope for tagging the np reaction using
the deuteron beam incident on a liquid�hydrogen target
is discussed in Section 6. A method for determining the
reaction plane angle in event�by�event analysis of Au +
Au reaction data (at 1.24 GeV/nucleon) is stated, and
factors effecting the accuracy in reconstructing this
angle are discussed in Section 7.

2. HADES SETUP

The HADES setup [3] is a wide�aperture magnetic
spectrometer for identifying and measuring the charged
hadron momenta and the invariant mass of electron–
positron pairs produced in nucleus–nucleus interac�
tions at incident nuclei energy of 1–2 GeV/nucleon
and in hadron–nucleus interactions at incident had�
ron energy as high as 4 GeV.

Physically, the spectrometer is azimuthally divided
into six identical sectors that are determined by the
location of the superconducting toroidal magnet wind�
ings and cover the region of polar angles of 18°–88° and
almost the complete azimuthal angle. The cross sec�
tion of two opposite sectors is shown in Fig. 1. Under
these conditions, the spectrometer has a high (~40%)
geometrical efficiency in the intermediate rapidity
range for dilepton pairs.

There are several subsystems in the spectrometer
for identifying charged particles and measuring their
momenta. Electrons/positrons and charged hadrons
(pions, kaons, protons, and heavier nuclear frag�
ments) are identified by measuring the particle’s time
of flight between the start detector located ahead of the
target and two systems of scintillation hodoscopes
installed behind the magnet. TOFINO, one of these
systems (see Fig. 1), covers a region of polar angles
from 18° to 45° and is comprised of 24 radial scintilla�
tion detectors grouped by four detectors in each of the
six sectors. The scintillation tile of each detector has a
1�cm�thickness and a trapezoidal shape with a height
of ~130 cm and bases of 12 and 32 cm. A light guide
composed of 32 specially bent plastic plates with a
square (1 × 1 cm2) cross section collects light from the
larger tile base onto XP2020 and Hamamatsu 1949
photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). The time resolution of
this system is ~450 ps. The TOFINO system was used
in a number of the first experiments at the HADES
setup to study hadron–hadron and proton–nucleus
interactions, as well as in the experiments on collisions
of light nuclei, in which the probability of two or more
particles hitting the same scintillation detector in a
single event, was substantially less than unity. For use
in experiments on studying collisions of heavy nuclei,
the TOFINO system was replaced with a higher�gran�
ularity system based on resistive plate chambers
(RPCs) [4]. Preliminary results of analysis of Au + Au
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Fig. 1. Layout of the HADES setup: (1) ring�imaging
Cherenkov detector (RICH), (2, 3) mini�drift chambers
(MDCI/II and MDCIII/IV, respectively), (4) time�of�
flight scintillation hodoscope (TOF), (5) forward time�of�
flight scintillation hodoscope (TOFINO), (6) pre�shower
detector, (7) forward hodoscope (FW), and (8) supercon�
ducting magnet.
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reaction data at 1.24 GeV/nucleon have shown that the
new RPC system exhibits time resolution σ ≈ 80 ps.

The other scintillation hodoscope of the time�of�
flight (TOF) system [5] covers the range of polar angles
from 45° to 88°. It consists of 384 scintillation detec�
tors also divided into six sectors. The length of a scin�
tillation tile increases with an increase in the polar
angle. The square cross section of each tile is 2 × 2 cm2

for the inner 192 tiles and 3 × 3 cm2 for the farthest 192
tiles. Such geometry provides a high degree of granu�
larity in the polar angle range of 45°–88°, thus reduc�
ing the probability of particles doubly hitting the same
tile in a single event even in reactions with heavy
nuclei. The light from both ends of each scintillation
tile is collected to an EMI9133B PMT by means of
plastic light guides. The time resolution of this scintil�
lation hodoscope is σ ≈ 180 ps.

Along with the TOF system described above, the
threshold ring�imaging Cherenkov detector (RICH) is
used to identify electrons. The RICH is located in the
region around the target, where the magnetic field is
absent. In addition, the pre�shower detector is also
used for this purpose in the region of forward angles.
The RICH identifies leptons, being insensitive to fast
pions with energies as high as 3 GeV, and the pre�
shower detector helps improve discrimination between
leptons and hadrons based on the method of detecting
an electromagnetic shower produced by electrons.

The momenta of charged particles and the angles of
their exit from the target are measured by the tracking
system of detectors composed of a superconducting
toroidal magnet and four planes of mini�drift cham�
bers (MDCs). The chambers measure the position and
direction of charged particles before and after the
magnetic field region. The momentum of each parti�
cle is determined by the bending of particle paths in
the magnet. This system exhibits the momentum reso�
lution for charged particles of ~1%.

The two�level trigger system is used to select events.
It allows selection of events by their central position
using information on the particle multiplicity in the
TOF system, as well as by online identification of lep�
tons in the RICH, TOF, and pre�shower detector sub�
systems. This selection helps reduce the quantity of
background events and the amount of data saved to a
hard disk. The HADES detector systems, the organi�
zation of the trigger, the data acquisition system, and
data analysis were described in detail in [3].

The forward multichannel scintillation hodoscope
called the Forward Wall (FW) is one more important
detector system of the HADES setup (see Fig. 1). The
forward hodoscope was used for the first time to study
the production of electron–positron pairs in np inter�
actions at a 1.25�GeV energy of incident neutrons [6].
The hodoscope was located at a distance of 7 m
behind the target downstream of the beam and covered
the polar angle region between 0.33° and 7.17°. A deu�
teron beam was used in the experiment as the bom�
barding beam, and the target was made of liquid

hydrogen. The method for identifying the np reaction
consisted in detecting a spectator proton from a deu�
teron nucleus by the forward hodoscope. After the
substantial upgrading of the electronics, the FW was
used for the first time in the experiment on studying
electron–positron pair production in the Au + Au
reaction at 1.24�GeV/nucleon energy of bombarding
Au nuclei. In this experiment, the maim function of
the forward hodoscope was to determine the reaction
plane in event�by�event data analysis and to use data
obtained thereby to analyze charged particle fluxes.

3. DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE 
CHARACTERISTICS 

OF THE FORWARD HODOSCOPE

The forward hodoscope of the HADES setup is a
288�channel system of scintillation cells for detecting
charged particles. The diagram of the arrangement of
detector cells in the forward hodoscope is presented in
Fig. 2. The symmetrical geometry of the scintillation
cell arrangement has been selected to optimize the
acceptance and reduce the contribution of systematic
errors to the determination of the reaction plane angle.

The forward hodoscope consists of 140 scintillation
detector cells located in the central region, 64 cells in the
middle region, and 84 cells in the outer region. The
detector cells used in the central hodoscope region are
small�sized (scintillators with an active area of 4 × 4 cm2),
the cells in the middle region are medium�sized (scin�
tillators with an active area of 8 × 8 cm2), and, finally,
the cells in the outer region are large (scintillators with
an active area of 16 × 16 cm2). The thickness of all
scintillating detector cells is 2.54 cm. The radiations
are made of BC408 polystyrene�based plastic scintilla�
tors. There is a hole with a cross section of 8 × 8 cm2 at
the geometrical center (downstream of the beam) of
the forward hodoscope for transmitting the primary
beam of relativistic particles. The total transverse

Fig. 2. Arrangement of the scintillating detector cells in the
forward hodoscope of the HADES setup.
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dimensions of the forward hodoscope are 180 × 180 cm.
The scintillation detectors from the forward hodo�
scope of the KaoS setup (GSI, Darmstadt) have found
application in our hodoscope [7].

Figure 3a shows a photo of the forward hodo�
scope’s front side covered with a light�insulating film
and the high�voltage (HV) supply modules on a
mobile platform in the experimental room of the
HADES setup. The photo in Fig. 3b demonstrates the
general view of the back side of the forward hodoscope
with easily discernible holes for mounting PMT cases.

An individual scintillation detector cell of the for�
ward hodoscope consists of the following functional
components (Fig. 4):

—a BC408 plastic scintillator;

—an air light guide that has a casing made of an
aluminum alloy with a polished light�reflecting inner
surface and is used to collect light from the scintillator
onto the PMT photocathode;

—an XP2982 PMT for small�sized detector cells at
the center of the forward hodoscope and an XP2262
PMT for medium� and large�sized detector cells in the
intermediate and outer hodoscope regions; and

—HV dividers of the PMT bias.

The main parameters of the XP2982 and XP2262
PMTs are presented in the table.

Since the number of photons produced by a
detected particle in scintillation cells of the forward
hodoscope is proportional to the particle charge
squared, measurements both of spectator protons and
of heavy multicharged fragments must be taken over a
wide dynamic range of the output signal amplitude.
For the dynamic range to be reduced, the used HV
dividers of the PMT bias ensure a decrease in the dyn�
ode voltages and, hence, a decrease in the PMT gain
in proportion to the current in the dynode system.
Owing to this design of the dividers, the linear depen�

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. (a) Frontal view of the forward hodoscope (covered with a protective film) and (b) view from the rear side of the forward
hodoscope with holes for mounting the PMT cases.

1 2 3 4

Fig. 4. Functional elements of the scintillating detector cells in the forward hodoscope: (1) BC408 scintillator, (2) air light guide,
(3) XP2982 and XP2262 PMTs, and (4) HV divider.

Main parameters of the XP2982 and XP2262 PMTs

PMT
type

Current pulse 
rise time, ns

Number of 
dynode stages

Photocathode 
diameter, mm

XP2982 1.9 11 29

XP2262 2.0 12 51
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dence of the output signal amplitude on the charge of
a detected fragment is attained.

4. READOUT ELECTRONICS 
FOR THE FORWARD HODOSCOPE 

DETECTORS

The data acquisition system unified with the TOF
detector of the HADES setup was used to read out the
PMT signals in the scintillation cells of the forward
hodoscope. This is a distributed system (crate modules
are not used in it) based on a single system module—
Trigger Readout Board (TRB)—at all levels of the
data acquisition system hierarchy [8]. At the lower
level, a TOFAddOn 128�channel analog module of
amplifiers–discriminators corresponds to each TRB
module. In this case, the TOFAddOn analog module is
fully controlled, powered, and read out by the TRB mod�
ule. Therefore, integrating the TRB and TOFAddOn
modules in a single unit, one obtains the minimal and
self�containing component of the data acquisition sys�
tems with 128 readout channels.

The TOFAddOn analog signal processing module
was developed especially for the TOF detectors of the
HADES experiment in combination with the TRB
system module. The TRB module contains four high
performance time�to�digital converter (HPTDC)
chips (CERN, ALICE) [9] with a 100�ps time resolu�
tion (the rms deviation is 40 ps). In this case, the time�
to�digital converters operate in the so�called multi�hit
mode, thus providing a means for measuring both the
arrival time of the pulse leading edge and the pulse
duration (calculated as the difference of the leading
and trailing edges of a pulse), which corresponds
under certain conditions to the input charge value.
The pulse duration range specified by the 100�ps reso�
lution and 12�bit HPTDC time�to�digital converters
is 4096 × 100 (ps) ≈ 400 ns.

The concept of the time�to�pulse conversion
(TPC) was used in designing the TOFAddOn 128�
channel analog signal processing module. The simpli�

fied circuit diagram of the discriminator is shown in
Fig. 5.

To ensure the unambiguous correspondence of the
input charge to the pulse duration, a two�threshold
discriminator structure has been selected for the
TOFAddOn module. The leading and trailing edges of
the output pulse from the circuit are formed by the fast
and slow discriminator channels, respectively. This
circuit design ensures the precise timing by the leading
edge (with an inherent time jitter of <10 ps), as well as
the correspondence of the pulse duration to the input
charge with an accuracy of ~0.3%.

Both discriminators are based on an 8�channel
dedicated NINO chip [10], which has been developed
by the CERN especially for TOF systems in the
ALICE experiment. The fast discriminator has no fea�
tures, except for the time expansion function imple�
mented by adding a constant value to the pulse dura�
tion. Similar time expansion has also been introduced
to the slow discriminator to exclude generation of
doubled pulses in one event. The separate setting of
the thresholds and additional durations for the fast and
slow discriminator channels makes it possible not only
to tune the discriminator for operation with a particu�
lar input pulse waveform, but also to obtain an unam�
biguous dependence of the charge on the pulse dura�
tion. The results of the TPC discriminator testing
using a 7�ns�long signal from a pulse generator are
shown in Fig. 6. From Fig. 6, it is apparent that this
dependence becomes linear starting with a signal
amplitude of 500 mV. This is attained by introducing a
forcible amplitude limitation mode in the slow dis�
criminator channel. As a result, the increment of the
duration in the analog stage with a strictly limited
amplitude proceeds linearly, since it obeys the charge
conservation law. The accuracy of the measurable
quantity, calculated as the ratio of the rms deviation of
the pulse duration to its averaged value at each point,
is presented in square brackets.

The feature of the slow discriminator channel is the
use of a special analog stage producing the output

Input
divider

Fast
discriminator

Output driver

Control

Slow
discriminator

Fig. 5. Simplified diagram of the TOFAddOn analog signal processing module implementing the time�to�pulse conversion
method.
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pulse with an invariable shape the amplitude of which
is proportional to the charge integrated on the time
interval of ~30 ns. This stage is a matter of principle for
the correct reconstruction of the charge from the pulse
duration, since the TPC method practically implies
scanning of the varying signal waveform with a con�
stant threshold.

The presence of a small (~1% of the efficiency)
peak in the charge spectrum (the “threshold artifact”)
is a criterion of correct circuit tuning (Fig. 7). This
peak must be located precisely at the threshold of
action of the fast discriminator, which corresponds to
the 300th channel of the TDC samples (30 ns). The
presence of this peak indicates that the fast discrimi�
nator is triggered before the slow one; i.e., the timing
accuracy is not “smeared” by the operation of the slow
discriminator channel. As the results of measurements
show, it is impossible to eliminate the threshold arti�
fact, since it is originated by the dynamic nonunifor�
mity of the PMT output pulse waveform at a constant
amplitude.

Control over the digital interface between the TRB
and TOFAddOn modules provides a means for program�
matically setting the common (for all the 128 channels)
and individual thresholds of the fast and slow discrim�
inators, the output signal lengths, and the hysteresis
value. The range of the pulse lengths at the TOFAddOn
module output varies from the minimum value of 30–
40 ns (the length at the discriminator threshold is
specified programmatically) to 400 ns (the TDC range
boundary), which is determined by the invariable
parameters of the analog part in the slow discriminator
circuit.

5. TUNING AND CALIBRATION
OF THE FORWARD HODOSCOPE

5.1. Equalizing the Amplitude Response
of Hodoscope Detector Cells Using Cosmic Rays

Identification of noninteracting nuclear fragments
in the forward hodoscope requires the wide dynamic
range of the amplitude scale in recording of output sig�
nals from each individual detector cell. In fact, the
energy deposited in the scintillator by fragments with
charge Z = 10 must be 100 times higher than the
energy deposited by a proton with Z = 1. As noted in
Section 3, for the dynamic range to be reduced, the
HV dividers of the PMT bias ensure the voltage drop
across the dynodes proportional to the current in the
dynode system. Owing to this design of the HV divid�
ers, the dependence of the signal amplitude on the
charge of a detected fragment is linear. Further opti�
mization of the dynamic range of the amplitude scale
is effected by tuning the PMT gain. It is apparent that
the amplitude peak due to charged particles with Z = 1
should be located on the amplitude scale as close to
the pedestal as possible, but, incidentally, be reliably
distinguished from the spectrum of low�energy parti�
cles with a peak located also near the pedestal. This
peak in the region of the 550th channel can be attrib�
uted to the nonlinearity of the TOFAddOn module
response observed in this region (see Fig. 6).

The PMT gains were tuned using cosmic rays
before the set of measurements on the ion beam.
A trigger was organized for this purpose, which
requires activation of at least five scintillating hodo�
scope cells. As a result, the trigger selected cosmic
muons passing predominantly in the vertical plane
(the hodoscope plane). The energy deposited by cos�
mic muons (and, as result, the number of produced
photons) is known to be proportional to the muon
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Fig. 6. Duration of the TPC discriminator pulse as a func�
tion of the signal amplitude from the pulse generator.
The uncertainty of the measured value (see text) is given in
square brackets.
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range in a scintillator and, for the forward hodoscope,
depends on the transverse dimensions of the central,
middle, and outer detector cells. The amplitude spec�
tra of cosmic muons in detector cells of different types
are presented in Fig. 8. The left narrow peak in Fig. 8
corresponds to the pedestal. The middle peak in the
550th channel corresponds to low energies deposited
by muons. The right peak corresponds to the energy
deposited by vertical muons that passed through the
entire cell. From Fig. 8, it is apparent that the peak
amplitudes are proportional to the transverse dimen�
sions of the detector cell.

The accuracy of PMT gain tuning is illustrated by
Fig. 9, which shows the amplitude spectra from ion
fragments that passed through the central, middle, and
outer detector cells of the forward hodoscope in the
Au + Au reaction at an energy of 1.24 GeV/nucleon.
From the figure, it is evident that the position of the
peak corresponding to the energy deposited by particles
with Z = 1 in detector cells of all types is approximately
the same and corresponds to the ≈900th channel.

Therefore, the use of the special trigger for the
selection of cosmic muons in the vertical plane has
made it possible to equalize the PMT gains and opti�
mize the dynamic range of the amplitude scale for the
forward hodoscope cells immediately before the set of
measurements.

5.2. Time Calibration of the Hodoscope 
Detector Cells on the Beam

The time calibration is aimed at determining the
coefficients of conversion of the fast discriminator
response time in terms of the channel number to the
TOF of the spectator particle from the target to the
respective detector cell of the forward hodoscope in
terms of nanoseconds. The calibration procedure was
individually performed for each hodoscope cell.

In the first phase, the time correction parameters
due to the time–amplitude dependence of the signal
from the detector cell were determined. This correc�

tion was based on the formula t = a1 + ,
where t [ns] is the corrected time, a1 and a2 are the
parameters of the time–amplitude dependence fit,
and ADC [channels] is the signal amplitude. Figure 10
presents the time–amplitude dependences of the sig�
nals in a small (central) cell of the forward hodoscope
before and after the application of the time–amplitude
correction procedure. Execution of this procedure
results in a weaker dependence of the spectator’s TOF
on the signal amplitude in the forward hodoscope cell
(see Fig. 10, on the right).

In the second phase, the time spectrum offset was
calculated so that the TOF of the spectator particle
became equal to the theoretical value of its TOF from
the target to the calibrated detector cell. For a partic�
ular momentum of the spectator particle, this time
depends only on the distance from the target to the
center of the respective hodoscope cell. The TOF
spectrum of the calibrated cell after the time–ampli�
tude correction and the TOF spectrum reduced to the
theoretical value for this cell are shown in Fig. 11.

After all the detector cells of the forward hodoscope
were calibrated, the resolution was estimated by the
TOF of spectator particles for individual cells, and the
total resolution was estimated by the TOF for cells of
each size. As an example, Fig. 12 presents the TOF
distributions for isolated cells of three different sizes,
and Fig. 13 shows the total TOF distributions for the
small, medium, and large detector cells.

From these distributions, it is apparent that the best
time resolution of ~690 ps is exhibited by the small
hodoscope cells, whereas, for the medium and large
cells, the time resolution is ~700 and ~930 ps, respec�
tively. This resolution is fully sufficient for the identifi�
cation of spectator particles having a 25�ns TOF in this
reaction.

The stability of the time calibration parameters was
tested using data acquired over the whole set of mea�
surements (26 days) of the Au + Au reaction at an
energy of 1.24 GeV/nucleon. The mean TOF values of
spectators to different hodoscope detector cells are
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Fig. 8. Amplitude spectra from cosmic muons that passed through (a) the central, (b) middle, and (c) outer detector cells of the
forward hodoscope. The first peak in the histograms corresponds to the pedestal and the second peak is due to muons with low
deposited energies, i.e., minimum ionizing particles (MIPs). The values of parameter Z correspond to the ratio of the transverse
cell dimensions to the cell thickness downstream of the beam.
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Fig. 10. Time–amplitude dependence of the signals in one of the small (central) cells of the forward hodoscope before (on the
left) and after (on the right) the time–amplitude correction procedure is applied.

presented in Fig. 14 as a function of the measurement
time. These data allow one to estimate the quality of
the time calibration of the forward hodoscope.

5.3. Amplitude Calibration of the Hodoscope Detector 
Cells on the Beam

Apart from determining the TOF of spectators
from the target to the respective detector cell in the
forward hodoscope, their electric charge must also be
measured to identify spectator particles detected by
the forward hodoscope. For this purpose, the energy
losses of spectators were measured in the scintillating
cells of the forward hodoscope, which were propor�
tional to the square of the detected particle charge.
However, as noted above, the used PMT voltage divid�
ers maintained the drop of the dynode voltages such
that it was proportional to the current in the dynode
system. This design of the dividers allowed the linear
dependence of the signal amplitude on the electric
charge of a detected spectator particle to be attained
and the dynamic range of the amplitude scale to be
reduced. The PMT gains were selected in the test
experiments on cosmic rays so that the amplitude peak
from charged particles with Z = 1, on the one hand,

was located as close as possible to the pedestal and, on
the other, was reliably separated from the spectrum of
low�energy particles with a peak near the pedestal
(≈550 th channel). As noted above, this peak can be
attributed to the nonlinearity of the TOFAddOn
response (see Fig. 6).

The typical shape of the spectra characteristic of
the small (located near the beam axis), medium
(located at a distance from the beam center), and large
(located at the periphery) hodoscope detector cells is
shown in Fig. 15.

The amplitude scale of each hodoscope detector
cell was calibrated for subsequent data analysis. The
calibration consisted in equalizing the peak positions
on the amplitude scale for spectators with a fixed
charge for all hodoscope detector cells. Taking into
account the linear dependence of the signal amplitude
on the charge of a detected spectator particle, the cal�
ibration was reduced to linear transformation, which
resulted in setting the two first peaks for spectator par�
ticles with electric charges Z = 1 and 2 in fixed posi�
tions on the calibrated amplitude scale. In this case, it
may be expected that, after making this calibration,
peaks in the spectra of spectator particles with high
electric charges will be located with a high precision in
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Fig. 11. Time spectrum after the application of the time–amplitude correction procedure (on the left) and time�of�flight spec�
trum set at the theoretical value (on the right) for small (central) detector cell no. 51 in the forward hodoscope.
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Fig. 13. Total distributions in the spectator time�of�flight (a) for the central, (b) middle, and (c) outer detector cells of the forward
hodoscope.

the same positions for all detector cells of the forward
hodoscope. Since the two first spectrum peaks (on the
left of the 750th channel) presented in Fig. 15 by way
of example are not of the physical nature and result
from peculiarities of the electronic system (the first
peak corresponds to the pedestal, and the second is
due to the TOFAddOn nonlinearity, as noted above), they
have not been subjected to further processing and correc�
tion. The calibration of the amplitude scale was thereby
performed for the third and fourth peaks (Fig. 15).

In order to automate the calibration process, the
positions of the maxima corresponding to the specta�
tor particle charges equal to 1 and 2 were determined.
To do this, each distribution was preliminarily

smoothed by the median filter with a kernel of 5 to
eliminate noise and more precisely determine the peak
positions (Fig. 16). This processing allows us to deter�
mine the number of peaks by simple counting. For the
peak positions to be refined, the initial spectrum shape
was fitted with the Gaussian distribution.

This algorithm offers a chance to find from 2 to 15
peaks in the amplitude spectrum if the data acquisition
time was a few hours. Note that >90% of all cells have
>2 peaks (Fig. 17), which is sufficient for making the
above�described calibration.

After this, a linear transformation was performed,
as a result of which the read signal amplitudes were
mapped onto the calibrated scale. To do this, a value of
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100 arbitrary units was assigned to the amplitude peak
corresponding to the unit electric charge of the spec�
tator, and 200 arbitrary units of the calibrated scale
were assigned to the charge of 2 units. To verify the
hypothesis of correct finding of the maxima, it was
necessary that the position of the third peak (the
charge was equal to 3) on the scale after its calibration
be the same for all cells with a high degree of accuracy.

As a result, parameters a and b of the linear trans�
formation E = aE ' + b were obtained for each hodo�
scope cell, where E ' is the read signal amplitude, and
E is the signal amplitude calibrated in terms of arbi�
trary units. The result of the calibration is presented in
Fig. 18. From Fig. 18, it is apparent that the selection
of the linear transformation for calibrating the scale
with the aim of leveling the peaks in the amplitude
spectrum is justified.

After this calibration, one can, with a high degree
of accuracy, specify the boundaries of amplitude peaks
at levels independent of the detector cell number in
the forward hodoscope. Significant deviations have
been noted beginning with the forth peak, which is
sufficient for the first phase of the physical data analy�
sis. If further analysis requires the relative coincidence
of all peak positions for different detector cells, there

is a chance to use piecewise�linear transformation
between the values of all recorded peaks or to limit
oneself to tabulation of individually selected bound�
aries.

The investigation of the long�term stability of the
amplitude peak positions for different detector cells
has demonstrated that, for the overwhelming majority
of cells, there is a small deviation of their positions
from the initial values on the average by ≈3% over the
time of the physical measurement (about 20 days).
This fact is illustrated by Fig. 19, which shows the
position of the amplitude peak for Z = 1 in one of the
forward hodoscope cells during the physical measure�
ment.

Using an individual set of calibration factors for
each period of time, one can attain the stable position
of the peaks and correct thereby the time drift. The
data of the amplitude calibration for each detector cell
and for each day of the physical measurement are
saved in the database and are available for analysis.

6. USE OF THE FORWARD HODOSCOPE
IN THE EXPERIMENT ON STUDYING

THE YIELD OF DILEPTON PAIRS 
IN NEUTRON–PROTON INTERACTIONS 

AT THE HADES SETUP

The forward hodoscope has been used for the first
time at the HADES setup in the experiment on study�
ing the dilepton yields in the reaction of interaction
between bombarding 1.25�GeV quasi�free neutrons
and protons of a liquid�hydrogen target (2007). By
that time, the first statistical data of the DLS experi�
ment have already been available [2]. In these data, a
substantial excess was observed in the yield of elec�
tron–positron pairs over the expected total contribu�
tion from hadron decays detected in collisions of car�
bon nuclei at an energy of 1 GeV/nucleon. Various
theoretical models were incapable of explaining the
observed discrepancy for about two decades. Thus, the
data of the DLS experiment, remaining unexplained
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for a long period of time, have initiated the development
of the whole subsequent program of dilepton measure�
ments in nucleus–nucleus collisions. In the first exper�
iments at the HADES setup in the early 2000s, the
dielectron yields were measured in the carbon–carbon
system at beam energies of 1 and 2 GeV/nucleon [11].
It should be noted that the HADES is better in the
engineering aspect than the setup used in the DLS
experiment. Apart from the substantially higher mass
resolution (~2% for the HADES against ~10% for the
DLS), the acceptance of the HADES exceeds that of
the DLS by a factor of ~10. As was the case with the
DLS experiment, the HADES collaboration also
revealed the excess of the dielectron yield over the
expected total contribution of hadron decays. Com�
paring the spectra of the invariant masses and the
transverse momenta obtained with the HADES setup
and referred to the DLS acceptance, one can see that
the data are in good agreement. Therefore, any doubts
about the reliability of the experimental data obtained
by the DLS collaboration have been removed.

Nevertheless, the question about possible causes of
the increase in the yield of electron–positron pairs in col�
lisions of carbon nuclei at an energy of 1 GeV/nucleon
has remained open. The assumption arose that the incor�
rect inclusion of the dielectron production processes in
elementary nucleon–nucleon collisions might be
responsible for the observed enhancement of the elec�
tron–positron pair yield. In 2006, the HADES collabo�
ration performed measurements of the electron–
positron pair yield in proton–proton collisions at an
incident proton energy of 1.25 GeV [12]. There were
no experimental data in the neutron–proton channel,
and obtaining them was a matter of considerable inter�
est. It should be noted that a significant role in this
channel was predicted for the bremsstrahlung process,
which was inadequately investigated in the theoretical
aspect.

An experimental run of deuteron–proton colli�
sions was performed in May 2007 to study the yield of
electron–positron pairs in interactions between bom�

barding neutrons and target protons. The deuteron
beam with an energy of 1.25 GeV/nucleon and an
intensity of 107 particles/s was incident on the liquid
hydrogen target with a length of 5 cm and a thickness
of 0.35 g/cm2. The deuteron beam acted as a neutron
source in this experiment. In the context of the momen�
tum approximation, a collision of a high�energy deu�
teron with a target nucleon can actually be considered as
the quasi�free nucleon–nucleon interaction. In this
case, a nucleon contained in a deuteron that does not
participate in the reaction is considered to be the spec�
tator particle. Therefore, if a proton from the incident
deuteron nucleus does not take part in the interaction
with the target proton and is identified by the forward
hodoscope as a spectator proton, it is possible to iden�
tify the reaction of interaction between the neutron
included in the deuteron nucleus and the target pro�
ton. To do this, the trigger of the first level in this
experiment selected events having ≥2 charged particles
in the system of TOF measurements by the TOF and
TOFINO detectors in coincidence with detection of
≥1 charged particle in the forward hodoscope.
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In this experiment, the forward hodoscope was set
at a distance of 7 m from the target and covered the
polar angle range of 0.33°–7.17°. The forward hodo�
scope measured the coordinate of a charged particle
(the coordinate of the center of the appropriate hodo�
scope detector cell which the particle hit), the TOF,
and the signal amplitude from the appropriate hodo�
scope cell carrying information on the energy losses of
the incident charged particle.

Since there is no magnetic field in the above range
of polar angles, it is impossible to directly measure the
particle momentum (and, hence, identify its type).
Simulation has demonstrated that spectator protons
dominate in the angular range covered by the forward
hodoscope and that the major portion of them hit the
central part of the hodoscope with the smallest detec�
tor cells and, hence, with the best time resolution. The
simulation has also shown that a fraction of spectator
protons incident on the forward hodoscope is ~90%.
In this case, the highest quantitative losses of them can
be attributed to the presence of a central hole for pass�
ing of the beam particles. Therefore, the forward

hodoscope detects the overwhelming majority of spec�
tator protons.

When determining the momentum of a detected
particle, any detected charged particle was assumed to
be a proton. Therefore, the particle momentum can be
determined by the measured particle flight time from
the target to the appropriate hodoscope detector cell.
The accuracy in determining the particle momentum
is governed by the time resolution of the hodoscope
cells. The spectator proton momentum should be
approximately one�half the beam momentum. For a
deuteron beam with an energy of 1.25 GeV/nucleon,
this value is 1.97 GeV/с.

To discriminate between the channels of neutron–
proton and proton–proton collisions, constraints
were imposed on the reconstructed momentum of the
detected charged particle under the assumption that
the detected particle was a proton. For proton–proton
collisions, the reaction protons had kinetic energies of
<1.25 GeV (or momenta of <1.97 GeV/c). The
momentum distribution of particles detected in the for�
ward hodoscope both in proton–proton and neutron–
proton reactions is presented in Fig. 20. It is clearly seen
that the fraction of proton–proton collisions is rather
small even in the absence of constraints on the momen�
tum in the forward hodoscope. Nevertheless, the wide
momentum range of 1.6 < p < 2.6 GeV/c has been
selected for identification of the neutron–proton
channel.

The upper boundary helps remove light particles
with very high values of the reconstructed momentum
(e.g., electrons, positrons, and γ�ray photons, which
can be detected by the forward hodoscope with a low
efficiency). The limitation on the minimum momen�
tum was set by optimizing acceptances for the neu�
tron–proton and proton–proton reactions and the
fraction of each reaction type in the total spectrum of
electron–positron pairs versus the lower limit on the
momentum. A comprehensive investigation of these
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questions, as well as the experimental verification of
the applicability of the momentum approximation cri�
teria for extracting the reaction of quasi�free neutron–
proton interaction, was described in detail in [13].

7. USE OF THE FORWARD HODOSCOPE
TO DETERMINE THE (Au–Au)

REACTION PLANE ANGLE

One of the important aims of the experiments per�
formed at the HADES setup is to study collective flows
of charged particles in semi�central collisions of heavy
nuclei, which manifest themselves as the azimuthal
anisotropy of the momentum distribution of produced
charged particles. The azimuthal anisotropy in the
momentum space results from the fact that, in semi�
central nuclear collisions, the region of overlap of col�
liding nuclei in the coordinate space is an ellipsoid of
revolution, inside which secondary particles are pro�
duced in interactions between particles of a bombard�
ing and target nuclei. This spatial anisotropy of the
region of interaction of colliding nuclei results in the
fact that pressure gradients are generated during ther�
malization of the produced matter. In this case, the
pressure reaches its maximum along the minor axis of
the ellipsoid and its minimum along the major axis.
As a result, the azimuthal momentum distribution of
particles becomes anisotropic. In experiments, the
anisotropy in the momentum distribution of escaping
charged particles produced thereby is investigated rel�
ative to the so�called reaction plane, which is deter�
mined by the axis of the incident beam and the vector
connecting the centers of colliding nuclei.

In the experiments at the HADES setup, the sec�
ondary particle spectra are measured by the magnetic
spectrometer in the polar angle range of 18°–88°. The
hodoscope described above is used to determine the
reaction plane angle in the laboratory coordinate sys�
tem. It identifies charged fragments–spectators of an
incident nucleus, i.e., particles that do not take part in
the interaction and carry information on the centrality
of the interaction: the closer to the center the interac�
tion, the fewer spectators hit the forward hodoscope.

The sphericity tensor method [14] and the total
transverse momentum transfer technique [15] have
been developed and used to determine the reaction
plane angle in experimental studies of nucleus–
nucleus interactions. Since the forward hodoscope of
the HADES setup is incapable of measuring the trans�
verse momentum of spectators, the modified total
transverse momentum transfer technique [16, 17] has
been used in our study. According to this technique,
the reaction plane is determined in each event by the

direction of the incident beam and vector , which is
equal to the sum of the weighted transverse velocity
vectors of all charged fragments–spectator in this
event. Therefore, azimuthal reaction plane angle ϕRP

is the angle between axis 0X and vector .

Q
�

Q
�

The distinctive feature of spectators of an incident
nucleus is the equality of their velocities, regardless of
the spectator mass. Therefore, the transverse velocity
vectors of the spectators are oriented in parallel to the
respective spatial vectors of the spectator positions in
the (X, Y) plane perpendicular to the beam axis, i.e., in

the plane of the forward hodoscope. Vector  can be
presented in the form

(1)

where M is the number of cells triggered in an event
satisfying the spectator criteria,  is the unit vector
of the kth hodoscope cell position in the event, ωk is
the weight dependent on the spectator rapidity and its
transverse momentum, and the sign of ωk is positive
for particles flying forward in the center�of�mass sys�
tem and negative for particles flying backward. The
weight value is selected for the reasons of the best
angular resolution for the reconstructed orientation of
the reaction plane; nevertheless, regardless of the
selection, the weight value affects the obtained angular
resolution only slightly. If the detector is incapable of
measuring the transverse particle momentum, the
absolute value of the weight may be selected equal to
unity [16, 18]. For the scintillation forward hodoscope
measuring the spectator charge, the selection of the
weight value equal to the spectator charge provides
better results in comparison with the unit weight [17],
which is corroborated by the computer simulation.

When reconstructing actual data, the event distri�
bution according to azimuthal reaction plane angle
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ϕRP obtained using Eq. (1) must be isotropic for events
free from systematic distortions. However, in practice,
obtained distribution dN/dϕRP often fails to be isotro�
pic. This fact is illustrated by Fig. 21. Figure 21a shows
the experimental two�dimensional distribution deter�
mined by the occupancy of the hodoscope cells by
spectators before carrying out the procedure of center�
ing at the beam position (with shades of gray corre�
sponding to the counting rate), and Fig. 21b shows the
event distribution in the reconstructed reaction plane
angle.

The coordinates of hodoscope cell centers were
used to reconstruct the orientation of the reaction
plane, but the coordinate of the center of each trig�
gered cell was uniformly smeared over the transverse
dimensions of a cell. In Fig. 21a, one can see a small
displacement of the beam axis with respect to the
coordinates of the forward hodoscope center, which
results in the systematic error in the values of the trans�

verse momentum expressed in terms of the cell center
coordinates (1).

Weight ωk = 1 was used as the first approximation
in Eq. (1) when calculating the distribution in azi�
muthal reaction plane angle ϕRP. This approach
appears to be better for attaining the angular anisot�
ropy of the reconstructed reaction plane angle when
the significant number of detector cells has problems
with the dynamic range of the spectator charge mea�
surements (in our case, ≈10% of the cells). In this case,
the loss in the resolution of the reconstructed reaction
plane angle is feeble. The obtained distribution of
events in reconstructed reaction plane angle ϕRP is
shown in Fig. 21b. One can easily discern a marked
anisotropy caused by the small displacement of the
beam center with respect to the coordinates of the for�
ward hodoscope center.

Correction of the anisotropy in dN/dϕRP due to the
displacement of the beam center with respect to the
coordinates of the forward hodoscope center was per�
formed using the correction of coordinates Xk and Yk

of the center of the forward hodoscope cells to the beam

center position Xbc:  = Xk – Xbc and  = Yk – Ybc.
In the case of short�term variations of the beam center
position due to the instability effects in the course of
beam extraction, this correction can be made using
event�by�event analysis.

After the coordinates of the forward hodoscope cell
center are corrected with allowance for the mean beam
position values and with neglect of the cells that are
located in close vicinity to the forward hodoscope center
and introduce an additional asymmetry upon displace�
ment of the beam center, the event distribution in the
reconstructed reaction plane angle obtained thereby
takes the form shown in Fig. 21c. One can note its
good agreement with the isotropic distribution.

The other abundant sources of systematic errors in
the reconstructed reaction plane angle distribution
may be the inefficiency of separate hodoscope cells
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resulting in an azimuthal anisotropy, as well as certain
azimuthal nonuniformity in the efficiency of the
detectors participating in the trigger generation. The
isotropy can be reconstructed using the so�called azi�
muthal leveling technique [18–20].

The Monte Carlo simulation of the collision reac�
tion between 1.24�GeV/nucleon Au nuclei and Au
nuclei in the immobile target system was performed to
investigate the response of the forward hodoscope.
The source event generator was the SHIELD program
code [21] based on the multistage dynamic model
including nuclear fragmentation [22]. The choice of
this generator has been determined by the fact that
collisions of nuclei generate fragments along with
other secondary particles. Particles produced by this
reaction were “guided” through the model of the
HADES setup using the Geant program code, and the
result obtained thereby was processed by the recon�
struction program.

Figure 22 presents the distributions in the multi�
plicity of secondary charged particles per event, mea�
sured by the TOF and RPC detectors of the HADES
after the reconstruction of real data (curve 1) and after
the reconstruction as part of the complete mathemat�
ical simulation (curve 2). These data are largely in
good agreement, except for the low�multiplicity
region, where the distribution corresponding to the
actual data is distorted by the multiplicity condition
introduced by the trigger. Therefore, the use of the
SHIELD generator in the simulation makes it possible
to adequately reproduce distributions in the secondary
charged particle multiplicity.

After analyzing the results of the described mathe�
matical simulation procedure, five conventional classes
corresponding to different centrality of events have been
selected. These centrality classes (CCs) range from
peripheral CC1 to central CC5 (Fig. 23). An interval of
the total multiplicity of secondary charged particles reg�
istered by the TOF and RPC detectors corresponds to
each CC. The described multiplicity intervals have
been selected so that they do not overlap and can be
used to select events by their centrality in actual data
processing.

To estimate the resolution in azimuthal reaction
plane angle ϕRP obtained with the forward hodoscope,
we used the method of splitting an event into two iden�
tical subevents A and B in each of which the reaction
plane angle was estimated [15]. The reaction plane
angle was determined for events taken from different
CCs. The selection by centrality was based on the
charged particle multiplicity in the TOF and RPC
detectors of the HADES. The distribution of the dif�
ference of the reaction plane angles for two subevents
A and B is shown in Fig. 24 for five CCs, from CC1 to
CC5, where CC1 corresponds to the peripheral events,
CC2 corresponds to the semi�peripheral events, and so
on, and, finally, CC5 corresponds to the central events.
The σ values for the distributions in the difference of
the reaction plane angles were 91.1°, 80.9°, 68.7°,
86.4°, and 92°, respectively.

The variance of the reaction plane distribution
obtained from the triggered cells for the full event must
be one�half the variance of the distribution in the dif�
ference of angles for two identical subevents [15]. The
resolution obtained thereby is in good agreement with
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Fig. 23. Distributions in impact parameter b for the Au + Au reaction (1.24 GeV/nucleon) for five multiplicity ranges of second�
ary charged particles registered by the TOF and RPC detectors.
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the results of the KaoS experiment for the Au + Au
reaction [19], which were obtained for a higher beam
energy (1.5 GeV/nucleon). From the calculations, it is
apparent that the best resolution is attained for semi�
central events (for the impact parameter values close
to 8 fm). For these events, the resolution estimated by
the reconstructed reaction plane angle is ~34°. For the
central and peripheral events, the resolution is esti�
mated at ~46°.
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